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The Faculty Book Store Committee presents this report in resoonse to numerous
questions and complaints about the operation of the Campus Book Store (CBS) and as a
result of the many very neqative faculty ooinions exnressed in the 1980 Self-Study
Reoort (no.49 & 50). Our orincipal concern is textbook ordering. T_vpical questions
include: Are faculty orders regularly reduced? If so, why are faculty not informed
of cuts in their orders or out-of-stock / out-of-print reports until very close to
the beginning of the term in which the books will be used? What role can outside
sources, namel y the S. C. Book Store, play in our book ordering?
The Committee recognizes that a fair amount of confusion , misunderstanding, and
ignorance on the part of the faculty underlies these ques tion s. The Committee also
recognizes that these questions linger in the air to poison the atmosohere because of
reluctant and incomplete communication from the CBS and a certain indifference to
faculty concerns on the part of some of its staff. We have met several times with
the current head of the Book Store, Mr. Don Miles, and have been sufficiently impressed
with his c~~mand of the situation and his acknowledgement of the current deficiencies
that we feel there is now the opportunity, throu 9h the improve~1ents he has made and
planned, to get the operation of the CBS on a smooth and satisfactory course. The
Committee has had many of its own confusions and misunderstandin9s cleared up in its
discussions with ~r. ~iles. We appreciate the comnlexity of the book-ordering orocess, but we also feel that the faculty should not have to learn all the intricacies
of the book store business merelv to have a sufficient number of books for their
courses on the shelves at a reasonable price at the beginning of each semester.
Unfortunately, 1ve must 1vork with two bottom lines: for the faculty it is imperative
that each student in each class be able to purchase the required book(s ) for th~t class;
for the Book Store, the financial accounts must show neither profit nor loss. Unfortunately the CBS is not subsidized by the University, as are some book stores elsewhere, and thus it cannot have as its sole priority service to the faculty and student s .
This report has two purposes: 1) it anal yzes the current textbook ordering procedures at USC; 2) it provides answers in the public record to questions and rumors
that have had wide circulation. It is our hooe that this report will help to facilitat e
book ordering to the satisfaction of all.
I.
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This includes some books ordered for large courses like Freshman English where the
estimates are necessarily different, but books for these courses total no more than
3% of the total sample.

Faculty
OverEstimated by
21-50%

Faculty
OverEstimated by
51%+

324

234

278

It is apparent that the faculty regularly over-estimates its class sizes by more than
20%. Common reasons for this include: fear that the CBS will automatically cut
orders; cancellation of classes that do not meet enrollment requirements; and sheer
negligence or unre3listic estimates by the instructors.
We then compared the number of books actually ordered by the CBS with the
faculty estimates.
Campus Book Store Orders vs . Faculty Estimates
Book Store
Over-ordered
30

Ordered 100%
of estimate
68

Ordered 9980%
50

Ordered
79-81 %
365

Ordered 2
50%
162

Ordered
49-0%
325

The Book Store orders represent their best guess of the number of books needed. Included
in their guess are estimates of available used books and projected buy-backs. While the
estimate does represent an absolute minimum number of books they will provide, it is
usually very close to the actual number. The Policies and Procedures Manual, Part IV,
p. J. 3.00 reads in part: "The Campus Book Store is not expected to stock 100% of
requirements for any course since the information is freely available to other stores."
Less than 10% of faculty requests were ordered 100 %, nearly one-third were ordered
less than half of the faculty request and in fact nearly 50% of the requests were cut
in half. There is thus a rough equivalence of faculty requesting 20-50% over class
needs and the Book Store ordering 20-50% under (324/365). There is however, a significant difference in that faculty ordered 234 books over 50% of the class enrollment
while the Book Store more than twice as often (487 cases) ordered 50% under the request.
Faculty requests may be reduced because of the past histories of class size and
professor's accuracy, fluctuation of the buy-back market, and allowance for the purchase
of used books from outside agencies. It should be added that of the 1000 books
in this sample, 34 were ordered for classes that did not materialize, leaving the
CBS with a total of 357 books to be returned or remaindered.
The key figures in determining the Book Store's efficiency, however, are those
that compare its estimates with the number of students finally enrol l ed in the courses.

Analysis of Fall 1980 Orders

The most frequently heard complaint is that the CBS consistentl~1 orders fewer
books than the faculty requests. From an alphabetic list of the 2430 textbooks ordered
by faculty for the Fall Term 1980, the Committee has analyzed information regarding the
first 1000 of these. We initially compared the number of books reouested by the faculty
with the actual CAR enrollment of the classes for which the books were ordered.I
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Campus Book Store Estimates vs. Actual Enrollment (CAR)
Book Store
Book Store
Under-order
Over-order
21-50%
51 %+
1-20%
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2+ one book on quantities of 10 or more
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In 27 . 3% of these cases, the CBS over-ordered, while in 64.I % it under-ordered. In
only 25.3% of the cases was it within 20% of the final enrollment figures. This
ordering pattern appears to justify the complaints of those who allege insufficient
numbers of books for their classes. But we believe the facts are otherwise. In the
IOOO book order sample, the CBS inventory record shows that on October 7, I980---well
into the Fall semester--books in more than 85% of the cases remained on the shelves.
Despite appearances, in other words, the Campus Book Store (in the Fall of I980 at
least) was able to insure more than enough books for the vast majority of hook orders.

have been ordered by competitive book stores, but the overall statistics make it
clear that student buying patterns at all l eve l s, from freshman throuqh post-graduate, are errati c sometimes to the point of heing irresponsible.
In short, we find the most common pattern to be that the faculty overestimates
by 2I-50% (32.4) and the Book Store under-orders by 2I-50% (39 .8%). We appreciate
that several factors used in the CBS estimates exrl ain the frequency with which fewer
numbers than the faculty requested are ordered: Book orders must take into account
buy-backs, the history of a particular course, enro l lment trends of the University,
students' buying patterns for each course, the faculty member's previous track record
of accuracy in estimating enrollments, and the likelihood of the book's being ordered
by the S. C. Book Store .

We do not mean to minimize the fact that in about I5% of the cases (144 book
orders to be exact) the Book Store failed to nrovide enouqh books vis-a-vis final
enrollment figures. Analysis of these I44 orders fol lows:

We shall treat the last of these items separatel y elsewhere, but we feel that the
other variables, all of which are taken into account by the Book Store in the ordering nrocess, should be understood by the facu l ty and we hope that the foregoing analysis has
helped to some deqree.
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II.
Schedule

In response to a complaint lodged by the Department of Foreign Languages and
Literatures in Fall I979, the Committee has learned that the schedule for ordering
has not significantly changed in recent years. Textbook Order Forms (TOF's) are
returned about six weeks into the term, purchase orders are sent out eight weeks prior
to the new term, and buy-back from students takes place four weeks prior to term, with
all books on the shelves two weeks prior to term. Spot checks in the Fall I980 and
Spring I98I Terms show that 90-95% of the texts that were ordered on time were on the
shelves two weeks before class. Such compliance with its own schedule has not been
characteristic of the Book Store in recent years.

The first horizontal column shows the most usual pattern for these 0 inventory
books: The faculty member over-orders, the Book Store under-orders (56 times), resulting in no books on the shelf in October. The majority of the cases (II4) show5
the Book Store ordering fewer books than the faculty requested. To judge by the complaints of previous years, the Committee would fully expect that at least some of
these II4 cases might have resulted in classes running out of books, students not
being able to keep up with their work and subsequently dropping the course or taking
an "F". And yet, neither the Committee nor the CBS has received a single complaint along this line for the Fall I'l80 Term. One may conclude either that despite
the figures there was no serious disservice to any faculty member and that this marks
an important improvement in the operation of the Book Store or that faculty indifference,
frustration, and dissatisfaction are so pervasive that comrlaints no longer appear to
serve any purpose.

Communication with Faculty
A major point of irritation is that faculty are not informed of shortfalls, outof-stocks, and other problems with their requests. The Book Store checks the shelf
holdings against the CAR figures in the week prior to term and for two weeks following.
In addition, all the books ordered are checked against the shelf list on or about the
third day after registratiGn. If shortfalls have occurred, orders are usually made
without contacting the faculty member, who is frequently difficult to get hold of at
this time. Faculty are generally not informed if an order has not arrived two weeks
or even one week prior to term, because in many cases the books may come soon thereafter and the professor would have been alarmed for no cause. But the fact remains
that faculty whose books have not arrived in sufficient quantities, or have not arrived
at all, generally learn the situation only from their students.

This is all to present the CBS operation from the faculty noint of view. To
stress the I44 books that ran out is to speak only indirectly of the soak store's
princiral concern, the inventor11 remainino from the other 856 items in t~e samole, items
which must be shipped back to the publishers, sold elsewhere, or stored, all at a considerahle ( and constantly rising) cost. One aspect of this inventory problem lies
outside the province of the faculty and the CBS and bedevils all our best efforts at
estimates of clas' size: It is quite evident that not all the students buy the texts
for their classes. This fact is borne out by many statistics, only one of which we
Gite. For 66 of those 86 orders in whi ch the Book Store estimated exactly the size
of the class, more than one copy remained on the shelves in October--:--surely some
students prefer to buy books only at that point in the semester when they need them,
or to spread out their purchases for economic reasons, and some of these books may

(

General Information About Order ing

When the compu terized orderinq process was introduced three years ago, faculty
were promised periodic status reports of their orders. These reports oriqinally
were to list the faculty estimate, Book Store order and stock-on-hand for each text.
For a while, faculty received reports that told only whether or not our orders had
been received. The current policy of the CBS is to remind departments twice (by
means of updates of unreceiyed orders); a third and final update qoes to college
Deans. The Committee feels strongly that the faculty needs information on all steps
of the ordering process. Inventory reports are already routinely nut into the comnuter
and could, with some changes in the program, be sent to the faculty. We have seen,
however, that the ordering nrocess is mysterious to most of the faculty, who regu-
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larly over-order for their classes, and we fear that if the faculty received the
infonnation without explanation or knowledge of why the Book Store estimate is at
variance with their own, an aggravation of current hostility might arise. On the
other hand, esteem of the Book Store seems so low (if undeservedly so) at this
point that the only means of recovery is an improvement of communication coupled
wit~ (and leading to) an improvement of service. We think, then, that the CBS
should provide full status reports of the textbook orders, as originally promised,
to the textbook coordinators in each deoartment, who can then review them and pass
the information on to their faculty if so desired. The coordinators are generally
more familiar with the oractices of the Boo k Store and can usuall v act as intermediaries with their colle~gues. If this is successful, perhaps in ~he future with
sufficient revamping of the current computer program, such reoorts can be broken
down by individual faculty nember. These reports could be sent one month after the
orders are due in and one 11eek before the term begin s .

store. In this part of the report, we nrovide a statement of University policy and
a brief analysis of the South Carolina Book Store's onerations along the lines of
Section II above.

Recommended Books
The current policy is to order one-third the number of recommended books, depending on the nrice of the book. Problems arise in this area 11hen a professor recommends, for examole, six books in a class, any three of 11hich must be read, but
not all, or when a professor 1·ecommends a large and expensive reference work for a
class. The statistics on student purchases of required books are enough to discourage hope that they will buy recommended hooks in larqe nuantities. Some faculty
have had recommended books stocked in the General Books section of the CBS. At present the Book Store is revising its nolicy on recommended books. For the meantime,
the Committee suqgests that any faculty member who orders a recommended book by means
of a TOF explain in the "For Bookstore Use On ly" oart of the TOF the nature of the
book in the class.
Used Books
Used books play an increasingly large role in the Book Store. It is now the
practice to deal •vith four wholesalers (Wallace, Follett, Nebraska, Missouri) and to
have the orders for new books sent off from our store, not from the used book comnanies.
Previously it dealt with only one company which was also responsible for forwardin g
our orders to the publishers. The Committee endorses thi s chanqe, as it 11ill imorove
the service and expand the availability of books for the faculty.
Prices
All books that are not ore-priced (price printed on cover by publisher) are sold
at current publisher's list price nlus 10¢ to cover the general cost of freight.
Profits from the CBS go to the General Scholarship Fund of the University (none go to
General Studies).3
I I I.

The South Carolina Book Store

The 1980 Self-Study Reoort shows many more favorable comments about the South
Carolina Book Store (SCBS) than the Campus Book Store. A portion of the faculty place
their textbook orders exclusively with the South Carolina Book Store and nearly all
departments make their TOF's available, but there are continual auestions about the
"legality" dr "loyalty to the University" involved in ordering throuqh a non-University
3

In 1978, $40,000 went to the General Scholarship Fund;in 1979, $24,000 to General
Scholarship; $16,000 to Band Scholarships.

University Policy
Current University Policy on textbook ordering may be found in the Faculty Manual,
p. 48 and the USC Policies and Procedures Manual, Part IV, p. J 3.00. According to
that policy, all orders for textbooks must at least go to the CBS after which the orders
are available"1:0 other sources. Under this policy, there can be no exclusive orders
placed with either store, since all orders must be placed with the CBS and are then
made avail ab 1e to the SCBS.
-Ordering Practices
It is currently the policy of the SCBS to order a portion (usually 50%) of every
book that they are aware of, either from TOF's that faculty submit to their ~enartments
or from orders specifically or exclusively given to the SCBS. Because of the State
Freedom of InfonnJtion Act, the SCBS may have access tJ the orders once they are in the
CBS, but the SCBS generally obtains copies of the orders from the deoartments. Relatively
few departments do not qive out copies of their orders. The SCBS then estimates the
class size based on the professor's estimate, historical enrollments of the specific
class, availability of buy-backs, etc., and orders a portion of that fiaure, generally
50%. This bnsic procedure is virtually the same as the CBS 's. l·lhen rirofessors give
exclusive orders, the SCBS always orders the full amount requested. The store, as a
who 1esa1 er, has access to numerous reta i 1 sources while the CBS dea 1s 11i th four book
wholesa lers. On occasion, the SCBS can supply books unavailable to the CBS and can even
suppl y available books on shorter notice. Price for new books is the publisher's
suggested retail plus 10¢ for freight charges, the same as the CBS. Used books are a
minimum of 25% off.
It is quite clear that a failure of communication has not only worsened relations
between the two stores but has also impaired service to students and faculty. The
Book Store Committee recommends in the stronqest terms a raonrochement between the two
and a cooperation (without collusion) between these two operations. Such cooperation
would work to the advantage of all, yet the Committee cannot recommend any action that
might be construed as collusion under current anti-trust laws. The Committee will work
in the coming semester with the University's Legal Affairs Department and the State
Attornev General's Office to determine how much communication between the two stores (if
any) is· permissible. In the mea~time, we have received the assurances of both Mr. Miles
of the CBS and Mr. Bailey of the SCBS that they are willing to cooperate with the
Committee in any way possible.
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the Committee suqgests that any faculty member who orders a recommended book by means
of a TOF explain in the "For Bookstore Use On ly" oart of the TOF the nature of the
book in the class.
Used Books
Used books play an increasingly large role in the Book Store. It is now the
practice to deal •vith four wholesalers (Wallace, Follett, Nebraska, Missouri) and to
have the orders for new books sent off from our store, not from the used book comnanies.
Previously it dealt with only one company which was also responsible for forwardin g
our orders to the publishers. The Committee endorses thi s chanqe, as it 11ill imorove
the service and expand the availability of books for the faculty.
Prices
All books that are not ore-priced (price printed on cover by publisher) are sold
at current publisher's list price nlus 10¢ to cover the general cost of freight.
Profits from the CBS go to the General Scholarship Fund of the University (none go to
General Studies).3
I I I.

The South Carolina Book Store

The 1980 Self-Study Reoort shows many more favorable comments about the South
Carolina Book Store (SCBS) than the Campus Book Store. A portion of the faculty place
their textbook orders exclusively with the South Carolina Book Store and nearly all
departments make their TOF's available, but there are continual auestions about the
"legality" dr "loyalty to the University" involved in ordering throuqh a non-University
3

In 1978, $40,000 went to the General Scholarship Fund;in 1979, $24,000 to General
Scholarship; $16,000 to Band Scholarships.

University Policy
Current University Policy on textbook ordering may be found in the Faculty Manual,
p. 48 and the USC Policies and Procedures Manual, Part IV, p. J 3.00. According to
that policy, all orders for textbooks must at least go to the CBS after which the orders
are available"1:0 other sources. Under this policy, there can be no exclusive orders
placed with either store, since all orders must be placed with the CBS and are then
made avail ab 1e to the SCBS.
-Ordering Practices
It is currently the policy of the SCBS to order a portion (usually 50%) of every
book that they are aware of, either from TOF's that faculty submit to their ~enartments
or from orders specifically or exclusively given to the SCBS. Because of the State
Freedom of InfonnJtion Act, the SCBS may have access tJ the orders once they are in the
CBS, but the SCBS generally obtains copies of the orders from the deoartments. Relatively
few departments do not qive out copies of their orders. The SCBS then estimates the
class size based on the professor's estimate, historical enrollments of the specific
class, availability of buy-backs, etc., and orders a portion of that fiaure, generally
50%. This bnsic procedure is virtually the same as the CBS 's. l·lhen rirofessors give
exclusive orders, the SCBS always orders the full amount requested. The store, as a
who 1esa1 er, has access to numerous reta i 1 sources while the CBS dea 1s 11i th four book
wholesa lers. On occasion, the SCBS can supply books unavailable to the CBS and can even
suppl y available books on shorter notice. Price for new books is the publisher's
suggested retail plus 10¢ for freight charges, the same as the CBS. Used books are a
minimum of 25% off.
It is quite clear that a failure of communication has not only worsened relations
between the two stores but has also impaired service to students and faculty. The
Book Store Committee recommends in the stronqest terms a raonrochement between the two
and a cooperation (without collusion) between these two operations. Such cooperation
would work to the advantage of all, yet the Committee cannot recommend any action that
might be construed as collusion under current anti-trust laws. The Committee will work
in the coming semester with the University's Legal Affairs Department and the State
Attornev General's Office to determine how much communication between the two stores (if
any) is· permissible. In the mea~time, we have received the assurances of both Mr. Miles
of the CBS and Mr. Bailey of the SCBS that they are willing to cooperate with the
Committee in any way possible.

A-27

A-28
In 1980, the bookstore grossed 27.5 cents oer dollar of net sales, an increa se
of 3.9 cents over the 1978 figure. Average gross margin for the industry of
Retailers of Books and Stationery exceeds the bookstore gross margin in both
1987 and 1980. Gross profit margin of the bookstore in 1980 can also be viewed
on a departmental basis:
Gross Profit+ Net Sal es

IV.

Te xtbook s
General Books
Other Merchandi se

Financial Profile of CBS

Comment. The book store's 1980 gross margin seems reasonable in compa ri son to
its 1978 gross margin. Since the books tore has no investment in land and
buildings and pays no rent on these asset s, we miqht reasonably expect the
bookstore's gross margin to be les s than an average tak en from the private sector.
Moreove r, the book store dces not place great emphasis on a profit-s eeking qoa l,
and it se ll s a large numbe r of low-margin textbooks -- l ow in comoarison to
general books and miscellaneous merchandise. Essentially, the bookstore's
relativ el y low gross margin sug ges t s that bookstore customers are "getting a break".

Data Sources
1.

Financial statements of book store; nine mont hs of operation ending March
31, 1980.

2.

Peter Sederberg ' s memora ndum; provides some financ i al informat ion as of
3-31 - 78.

3.

Annual Statement Stud ies bv Robert Morr i s Associates; provides industry
averaqes (benchmarks) for Retai l ers of Book and Stationery. Thi s industry
should involve operations qui t e sim il ar to those of the bookstore.

2.

By expressing each major category on the income sta t ement as a percent of
sa les, we gain further insight into the bookstore' s financial prof ile:
Book
St ore
Net Sal es
-Cos t of Sa le s
Gross Profit
-Operatino Expenses
Operating Income
- Other Expense Net of Other Income
Net Income

Profi ta hi 1 i ty
1.

The gross orofit margin is defined as gross profit divided by net sales.
This margin indicates how many pennies per dollar of net sales are earned
after the supp lier s have been paid . Bookstore gross pr ofit in 1980 (for
nine months) equa l ed $656,844; net sales for the same neriod equaled
$2 , 389 , 347 .
Bookstore
1978
1980

Gross Profit

~let

Sales +-23 . 6%

27.5%

20.0%
26.8%
39.8%

Industry
Average

100. 0% 100.0%
72 . 5
60 .4

27:5

~

~%

~

23.0
34 . 0
--4-.5- --s.6
.5
.8

Bookstore comoarisons to industry average . The bookstore's lower gross rrofit
marg i n probab l y results from l ower reta il prices; desnite this lm1er margin, the
smaller expense ratio (23% vs. 34%) ca uses the books t ore to have a reasonable
oper ating income margin (4 . 5%); bookstore net income marqin (4%) is s li ghtly
l ower than the industry average (4.8%). If the transfer to the reserve fund
(shown as $46,283 on the income state . ) were omitted , net imcome margin would
equa l 5.9%. This transfer appears to be somet hi ng of a substitute for depreciation
exoense, 11hich means that the transfer shoul d be ma de. However, such an interpretation coup l ed with industry average depreciation suggests a transfer of 1%,
not 2%. If only 1% of sa les were transferred, then net income marg in would equal
5%, which is quite cl ose to the ind ustry average of 4.8%.

Industry
Average
39.6%

Comment . Overa ll, bookstore profitability appears r easonab l e and i n line with the
industry. We should note that a substa nti al portio n ($45,000) of bookstore profits
was designated for scho l arsh i os.
Li gui dity
Li quidity refers to the abi lity of an organ izati on to pay its shor t-t erm
obligations. Th e balance shee t (as of March 31, 1980) suggests that, in one sense
the boo kstore is li qu i d: Current assets ($886,263) greatl y exceed current l i abi lities {$47,446). On the other hand, analysis of the comoosition of current assets
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industry. We should note that a substa nti al portio n ($45,000) of bookstore profits
was designated for scho l arsh i os.
Li gui dity
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ATTACHMENT 7.

reveals a somewhat illiquid pos ition:
Cash
Petty Cash
Temporary Investme nt s - State Treasurer
Receivables
Inventory and Vendor Credits

($155,763)
12 ,300
107,698
20 ,781
901,247
$886,263
The cash accou~t shows a large negative balance ($155,763). Coupling this
large negative cash balance with the current liabilities of $47,446, we conclude that the bookstore would have been hard pressed to cover its obligations
on March 31, lg8o .
Comment. Ive cannot help but wonder whether the bookstore's li auidity posit ion
has improved since March 31, 1980. Two quest io ns concerning tile li quidity arise
fro m the balance sheet: ( l) What institutional arrangements allow the bookstore to have large negati ve cash balances? (2) Why are temporary investments
assoc iated with t he Sta te Treasurer? Are the yie ld s adequa te on the temporary
investme nts ?
Recommendations

~

What can Faculty do to improve the situation?
Order on time (72% of Fall 1980 TOF's were returned one week
after the deadline or later ).
Order correctly (60-65% of TOF's have some kind of time -wastinq
error, no mat ter how small).
·
Maintain a responsible person as Departmental Textbook Coord inator .
Try to chanqe the texts you use no more than absolute l y necessdry.
If somethi ng qoes wrong, contact your Coordinator. If you do not
~et satis fact ion, contact the Book Store Committee.
If a book is required, see that students buy it .
What can the Campus Book Store do to improve the situation?
Send complete updated informa tion to Textbook Coordinators one mon th
after the orders are due and one week before the new term begins.
This step is dependent on computer programmino.
In some cases, ad here more closely to Faculty estimates which are
(ma r ginally ) closer to actual enrollments than the Book Stor e's.
Open lines of regular communication l"lith the South Caro lina Book Store .
Benefi t s accruinn from this step shou ld be profuse and long-lasting.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
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February 18 , 1981

F'ROVOSl Of THE UNIVERSlrV

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Char l es W. Coolidge
Facu l ty Senate

FROM:

Stephen H. Ackerman
Assoc i ate Provost

SUBJECT:

Tenure and Promotion Statistics

\\'. \\

Attac hed you will find the tenure and promotion statistics
requested by the Faculty Senate. In order to protect the anonymity
of the recipients of negative votes, it has been necessary in some
cases to combine the statist ics of several units.
Since the Senate did not request complete information,
there may be some variation between the attached (or percentages
derived therefrom) and the overall tenure and promotion statistics.

SHA: rj
Attachment

Respectfully submi tted,
Ward Briggs
Philip Cooley
Keith Berkeley Joel Myerson
Melba Cather
Daniel Sabia

The Un1vers11v of South Caroli na USC Aiken. USC Salkeha1ch1e. Allendale. USC Beau l on . USC Columbia . Coasral
Carohna College . Conway. USC Lancaster . USC Spartanburg. USC Sumter. US C Union . and the M1h1ary Campus

